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As interest in natural health continues to grow, so do the number of companies offering you their version of
products. How do you decide? There are many good companies. Unfortunately, there is also a lot of junk and
hype. From raw materials to finished goods, because of a true belief in “Quality, Service and Integrity”,
Nature’s Sunshine Products ensures they are producing best products money can buy. Products that can be
trusted to be true to their labelling and will bring real results when you use them.
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Important Deciding Factors:
•

Quality - The Quality Assurance Department at Nature’s Sunshine rigorously tests all raw materials and
finished products using hundreds of methods to measure quality and purity. So, when anyone uses NSP
supplements they can find comfort knowing they are not filled with dirt, adulterated with cheaper material,
contaminated with molds, or less potent than what is listed on the label. Nature Sunshine has spent over 45
years and many millions of dollars in the pursuit of maintaining their ultra-high-quality standards. This
includes multiple upgrades and expansions of manufacturing facility, purchasing new equipment and
investing in new technology, hiring qualified scientific personnel and much more.

•

Research - Nature Sunshine Products Research & Development teams build quality into product formulation
from the beginning & instill their expertise in knowing how much of which ingredients to put into a formula.

Achievements:
•

In 2013, Forbes named NSP in their “100 Most Trusted Companies”.

•

In 2002, Nutritional Outlook magazine named Nature’s Sunshine Manufacturer of the Year for its
outstanding quality and manufacturing excellence.

• NSF International, a non-profit, non-governmental organization and world leader in standards development

and product certification, presented Nature’s Sunshine with the NSF Good Manufacturing Certification.
NSF is a leading, third-party auditor of companies involved in the health and public safety sectors.
• NSP meets or exceeds current government Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) and pharmaceutical quality
standards. “WE EARN OUR CUSTOMERS’ TRUST FOUR STEPS AT A TIME.” For more information about this
statement and about the quality at NSP, go to http://www.naturessunshine.com/us/company/content1/productquality/vitamin-supplements-are-the-highest-quality.aspx

Important: This information is for educational purposes only. It is not intended
for diagnosing or treating diseases. If you have a serious illness, we recommend
you consult a competent health practitioner before beginning a course of
treatment.

Help Your Body Stay Healthy with Natural Remedies.

